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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a summary of the NASA/

Rockwell Active Flexible Wing program. Major elements

of the program are presented. Key program accomplish-

merits included single- and multiple-mode flutter suppres-
sion, load alleviation and load control during rapid roll

maneuvers, and multi-input/multi-output multiple-function

active controls tests above the open-loop flutter boundary.

_TRODUCTION

In the mid- 1980s Rockwell International Corpora-

tion pioneered and advanced a concept which it named the

Active Flexible Wing (AFW) concept (ref. 1). This concept
exploited, rather than avoided, wing flexibility to provide

weight savings and improved aerodynamics for advanced

fighter configurations. In the AFW concept weight savings

were realized in two ways: (1) a flexible wing; and (2) no
horizontal tail.

In an AF3V wing design large amounts ofaeroelastic

twist are permitted in order to provide improved maneuver

aerodynamics at several design points (subsonic, transonic,

and supersonic). However, a direct result of these large
amounts of twist is degraded roll performance (in the form

of aileron reversal) over a significant portion of the flight

envelope. At this point in a typical fighter design, a"rolling
tail" would be added to the vehicle to provide acceptable roll

performance. However, in an AFW design, multiple lead-

ing- and trailing-edge wing control surfaces are used in

various combinations, up to and beyond reversal, to provide

acceptable roll performance. For such a design an active roll

control (ARC) system (refs. 1and 2) is required to efficiently
manage the rolling of the vehicle. An ARC system monitors

flight conditions and, based on those conditions, chooses the
most effective control surfaces to roll the vehicle, and also

chooses the proper sign for control-surface deflections (one
sign if below reversal, the opposite if above).
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In an AFW design, further weight savings could

also be achieved by the additional use of active controls.

Taken alone or in combination, flutter suppression, gust load
alleviation, and maneuver load alleviation all have the

potential for further reductions in vehicle weight. By taking
full advantage of active controls and the AFW concept,

Rockwell predicted that weight savings of at least 15 percent

of take off gross weight could be achieved for an advanced

fighter configuration (ref. 1).

The Active Flexible Wing program grew out of the

AFW concept. The testbed for the AFW program was the
aeroelastically-scaled wind-tunnel model of an advanced

fighter configuration shown in figure 1. The model, referred

to as the AFW wind-tunnel model, was designed and built by
Rockwell and tested on four different occasions in the

NASA-Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel (TDT). Since

1985 there have actually been two independent AFW

programs. Both programs have been called "the AFW

program" and both have had two wind-tunnel tests using the

AFW wind-tunnel model. To date, no deliberate attempt has

been made to clearly distinguish between the two programs.

This and the next two paragraphs represent such an attempt.

|

Fig. 1 AFW model in the TDT test section.
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The fast AF3V program involved the United States
Air Force, NASA, and Rockwell International. The goal of

this program was to demonstrate the AF_ concep£ Two

wind-tunnel tests (one in 1986 and one in 1987) were

conducted in support of this goal and the results from these

tests are reported in references 1 and 2.

The second AFW program involved only NASA

and Rockwell International. The goal of this program was
the demonstration of aeroelastic control (consistent with the

AFW concept) through the application of digital active
controls technology. Two wind-tunnel tests (one in 1989

and one in 1991) were conducted in support of this goal. The

remainder of this paper and references 3-12 deal only with

the second AFW program, with major emphasis on the 1991
wind-tunnel test.

internal ballbearing arrangement to allow the model free-

dom to roll about the sting axis. The fuselage was connected

to the sting through a pivot arrangement so that the model
could be remotely pitched from approximately -1.5 degrees

to +13.5 degrees angle of attack. The wind-tunnel model is

shown mounted in the TDT in figure 1. Figure 2 is a

multiple-exposure photograph showing the model at four

different roll positions.

TEST APPARATUS

Wind Tunnel

The AFW wind-tunnel tests were conducted in the

NASA-Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel (TDT)

(ref. 13). The TDT is a closed-circuit, continuous-flow wind

tunnel capable of testing at stagnation pressures from near

zero to atmospheric and over a Mach number range from
zero to 1.2. The test.section of the TDT is 16 feet square with

cropped corners. The TDT is capable of testing with either
an air or a heavy gas test medium. The 1986 and 1987 wind-

tunnel entries of the AFW model utilized the heavy gas test
medium. The 1989 and 1991 entries were conducted with an

air test medium.

A feature of the TDT which is particularly useful for

aeroelastic testing is a group of four bypass valves connect-
ing the test section area (plenum) of the tunnel to the opposite
leg of the wind-tunnel circuit downstream of the drive fan

motor. In the event of a model instability, such as flutter,

• these quick-actuating valves are opened, causing a rapid
reduction in the test section Mach number and dynamic

pressure which may result in stabilizing the model. During
the AFW wind-tunnel tests, instrumentation on the model

was monitored using electronic equipment that could

automatically command the bypass valves to open if model
response exceeded a predetermined criteria of amplitude

and frequency.

Wind-Tunnel Model

The AFW wind-tunnel model was a full-span,

aeroelastically scaled representation of a fighter aircraft

configuration. It had a low-aspect ratio wing with a span of

8.67 ft. The model was supported on the wind-tunnel test
section centerline by a sting mount specifically constructed

for the AFW wind-tunnel model. This sting utilized an

Fig. 2 Multiple-exposure photograph of AFW model

at four roll angles.

Control Surfaces.- The model had two leading-edge

and two trailing-edge control surfaces on each wing panel.

Each control surface had a chord and span of 25 percent of

the local chord and 28 percent of the wing semispan,

respectively. The control surfaces were connected to the

wing by hinge-line-mounted, vane-type rotary actuators

powered by an onboard hydraulic system. Defection limits
of+ 10 degrees were imposed on the control surfaces to avoid

exceeding hinge-moment and wing-load limitations.

Tip Ballast Store. - The original AFW model was
modified before the 1989 wind-tunnel test to move its flutter

boundary into the operating envelope of the TDT.

This modification consisted of adding a ballast store to each

wing tip. A drawing of the tip store is shown in figure 3.

The ballast was basically a thin, hollow aluminum tube with

internal ballast distributed to lower the basic wing flutter

boundary to a desired dynamic pressure range.
Additionally, the store provided a model safety feature.
Instead of a hard attachment, the store was connected to the

wing by a pitch-pivot mechanism. The pivot allowed

freedom for the tip store to pitch relative to the wing surface.

When testing for flutter, an internal hydraulic brake held the

store to prevent such rotation. This was called the "coupled"

tip ballast store configuration. In the event of a flutter

instability, this brake was released. In the released, or

"decoupled," configuration the pitch stiffness of the store

was provided by a spring element internal to the store as
shown in figure 3. The reduced stiffness of the spring

element, as compared to the hydraulic brake arrangement,

_)!dGINAL PAGI_



significantly increased the frequency of the first torsion

mod, _.of the wing. This change in frequency moved the
flutter condition to higher dynamic pressures. This behavior

was related to the concept ofthe decoupler pylon as discussed
in reference 14.

Added-_

ballast/

C"II

F Spring

\,J?-
HydraullcJ I_ Pivot AddedJ
actuator mechanism ballast

Fig. 3 Drawing showing details of tip ballast store.

Instrumentation. - The AFW model was

instrumented with a six-component force-and-moment

balance, accelerometers, strain-gauge bridges, rotary

variable differential transducers (to measure control surface

deflection angles), a roll potentiometer, and a roll-rate gym.

DIGITAL CONTROLLER

An important objective of the AFW program was to

gain practical experience in designing, fabricating, and

implementing a real-time multi-input/multi-output (MIMO)

multiple-function digital controller and in developing the
hardware interface between the controller and the wind-

tunnel model. Required features of the digital controller
were that:

• it be representative of a digital controller
on a full-scale airplane

• control laws could be easily modified and/

or replaced

• it be capable of simultaneous execution of

flutter suppression control laws and rolling
maneuver control laws

• it be capable of receiving and sending both

analog and discrete signals.

Additional capabilities of the digital controller included the

manual positioning of the control surfaces, the calculation

and application of excitation signals to various control

surfaces, and the recording, transferring, and storing of
digitized signals.

To meet these requirements with reasonable

resources, a SUN 3/160 workstation driven by a Unix

operating system was selected as the "shell" of the digital

controller. The hardware components of the digital control-

ler are shown schematically in figure 4. The components
included a host computer, two digital signal processor (DSP)

boards, an army processor (AP) board, twoanalog-to-digital,

and two digital-to-analog conversion boards. A "primary

system" and a"backup system" were configured from these

components, affording some degree of redundancy in case

of a failure of one of the processor boards.

User Control

Panel

SUN Workstation

Digital ]
signal Host CPU

Iwocessors

Arraypcooessor Disk
storage

Analog

digital InlDll[_conversion

Fig. 4 Schematic of digital controller.

Most software was written in the high-level C

programming language. A generic form of the control-law
structure was identified such that one set of software would

accommodate a given control law while imposing minimal

constraints on the control-law designers. The generic form

of the control-law function allowed for changes in a design

to be implemented easily and reliably. Reference 5 presents

a detailed description of the AFW digital controller.

ANALYTICAL REPRESENTATIONS OF

AFW WIND-TUNNEL MODEL

This section of the paper outlines the development

at NASA-Langley of the aeroelastic equations of motion for
the AFW wind-tunnel model. The wind-tunnel model had

four possible configurations defined by the four possible
combinations of two features (roll freedom and tip ballast

store constrain0, as indicated in Table I. Because equations

were required for many combinations of Mach number and

dynamic pressure, and because there were a variety of

anticipated uses for the _quations, a significant engineering

effort was expended, resulting in an extensive database of

aeroelastic equations of motion.

Linear Aeroelastic Equations of Motion

The starting point for all equations of motion was

a Rockwell-generated finite-element model of the AFW

wind-tunnel model. An eigensolver analysis was employed

to obtain the mode shapes, frequencies, and generalized

masses for the first 10 symmetric and the f_t 10 antisym-



metric elastic modes. Control-surface-deflection modes

were appended to all configurations and a rigid-body roll
mode was appended to configurations 3 and 4 in Table 1.

Table 1 Model configurations.

Model configuration number for

tip ballast store -

Coupled Uncoupled

Fixed in roll 1 2

Free to roll 3 4

Linear aeroelastic equations of motion were

created using the ISAC code (ref. 15). Subsonic generalized

aerodynamic forces due to motion and gust were computed

using a doublet-lattice technique (rcf. 16) within ISAC and

then combined with generalized stiffness, damping, and
mass matrices to form second-order, reduced-frequency-

dependent aeroelastic equations of motion. Flutter calcula-

tions were performed using these equations (ref. 17).

Rational function approximations to the generalized

aerodynamic forces permitted a recasting of these equations
into first-order linear-time-invariant state-space equations.

These first-order equations were then made available for

control-law design.

The following corrections and refinements were

made in an effort to improve the quality of the linear

aeroelastic equations of motion:

• Experimentally measured modal frequencies
were substituted for corresponding analyti-

cally computed frequencies.
• Parameter estimation techniques were

employed to create analytical representations
of measured control-surface actuator transfer

functions. For each actuator pair, an averaged

fight-side-pins-left-side transfer function was

incorporated into the equations.
• Correction factors for control-surface effec-

tive-nessterms (functionsofdynarnic pressure,

derived by comparing wind-tunnel data with

corresponding analytical quantities) were

applied to all control-surface generalized

aerodynamic forces.

Nonlinear Simulation of Aeroelastic

Equations of Motion

Two nonlinear simulations were employed to sup-

port preparations for the 1989 and 1991 wind-tunnel entries:

a comprehensive nonlinear batch simulation and a nonlinear
hot-bench simulation. This section of the paper briefly

describes each.

Batch Simulation. - The nonlinear batch simula-

tion served as a"truth model" for control law designers in the

evaluation of control laws prior to wind-tunnel tests.

The starting point for the batch simulation was the linear

equations of motion and their corresponding corrections and
refinements. Further refinements were incorporated so that

asymmetries and nonlinearities could be included in the
"truth model." By dropping the assumption of planes of

symmetry and antisymmetry, the aeroelastic equations of
motion were rewritten as "whole aircraft" equations, thereby

allowing the right-side and left-side actuators to be modeled

individually. In addition, actuator rate limits as functions of

load were incorporated. The batch simulation also modeled

the characteristics of electronic equipment. The dynamics

of anti-aliasing filters were included, as were quantization

effects and computational delays associated with the digital
controller. The batch simulation used a Runge-Kutta second-

order predictor-correcter formula to integrate all state

derivatives. The integration step size was 0.0005 seconds.

Reference 3 contains a detailed description of the nonlinear

batch simulation.

Hot Bench Simulation. - The purpose of the Hot

Bench Simulation (HBS) was to verify the functionality and

the operation oftbe digital controller before actual testing in
the wind tunnel. The HBS was used to uncover sign errors,

errors in logic, and other software errors, as well as system
faults and other hardware errors. The HBS was implemented

in real time using the Langley Advanced Real-Time

Simulation (ARTS) system (ref. 18). The ARTS system

consists of two Cyber 175 computers connected to an array
of simulation sites by means of a 50-megabit-per-second

fiber optic digital data network. The nonlinear "whole
aircraft" aeroclastic equations of motion, transferred from

the batch simulation, resided on the Cybers. Actuator

commands from the digital controller were sent over the

network and became inputs to the aeroelastic equations on

the Cybers. In tin'n, wind-tunnel model response quantities

(which were used as sensor signals for control laws residing

in the digital controller) were sent back over the network to

the digital controller. The HBS ran at a synchronized real
time of 5:1 "slow."

The I-IBS also provided valuable practice for the

human operators of the digital controller. A Terabit Eagle

1000 graphics computer, interfaced directly to the Cyber

175, was used to generate a color-coded, three-dimensional
wireframe outline of the AFW model. An example is shown

in figure 5. Reference 3 contains a detailed description of the
HBS.

Nonlinear Aerodynamic Analysis

Transonic flutter testing was performed during the

1989 entry. For analytical guidance during testing, it was
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deemed desirable to perform flutter calculations prior to

testing using the Computational Aeroclasticity Program -
Transonic Small Disturbance (CAP-TSD) code (rcf. 19).

CAP-TSD solves the (nonlinear) transonic small

disturbance equation using a time-accurate, approximate
factorization algorithm. CAP-TSD can handle realistic

configurations with multiple lifting surfaces, control surfaces,

vertical surfaces, bodies, and a fuselage. Reference 4

describes the calculation of the symmetric flutter boundary

used as guidance during the 1989 entry, further refinements

to that analysis, and a more recent antisymmeWic flutter

analysis.

Fig. 5 Wireframe display of model during hot bench
simulation.

CONTROL LAW DESIGN

Two kinds of control laws were designed and tested

on the AFW wind-tunnel model: flutter suppression control

laws and rolling maneuver control laws. Four teams de-
signed flutter suppression conu'ol laws; two teams designed

rolling maneuver control laws. This section of the paper

states the design objectives and design goals for each kind of

control law and briefly describes the design procedures and
control laws produced by all six design teams for the 1991

entry.

Flutter Suppression Control Laws

The design objective of the flutter suppression

control laws was to develop low-order robust digital control
laws which would simultaneously suppress symmetric and

antisymmetric flutter and operate in conjunction with rolling

maneuver control laws. The design goal was to increase the

lowest open-loop flutter dynamic pressure by 30 percent (the

tunnel limit). Specifications were developed to reflect
required levels of robustness. Singular-value-based MIMO

multiplicative stability margins corresponding to_+ 6dB gain

margin and +45 degrees phase margin were required over the

entire test dynamic pressure range to account for modeling

errors and uncertainties. (These requirements were

subsequently relaxed to ± 4dB and ±30 degrees.) Sensitivity

analyses were also required to assure that likely modeling

errors and uncertainty effects could be accommodated by the

flutter suppression control laws. Acceptable control-surface

deflections and rates were also required.

Flutter suppression control laws (also referred to as

flutter suppression systems - FSS) were designed for two

model configurations: fixed-in-roll and free-to-roll. For the

fixed-in-roll configuration two flutter modes (symmetric

and antisymmetric) had to be suppressed in order to
demonstrate even a modest increase in flutter dynamic

pressure. Therefore, both symmewic and antisymmetric

FSS were required. For the free-to-roll configuration only
one flutter mode (symmetric) had to be suppressed and

consequently only a symmetric FSS was required. The

symmetric FSS designed by each team was used for both

fixed-in-roll and free-to-roll model configurations.

A block diagram illustrating the scheme for com-

bining both flutter suppression control laws is shown in

figure 6. Signals from the right and left wing sensors
(accelerometers and strain gauges) were sampled, digitized,

and then summed and differenced to form symmetric and

antisymmetric signals. These signals were then processed

by their respective control laws and recombined to form

right and left actuator commands. Finally these commands
were sent to the wind-tunnel model.

Methods used in the design of flutter suppression control

laws (and an acronym for each) are:

FSS 1 - Reduced-Order LQG Design

FSS 2 ~ Traditional Pole/Zero Design

FSS 3 - MIMO Constrained Optimization Design

FSS 4 - Classical Design With Strain Gauge Feedback

Actuator _ Sensor

commands _ signals _ Righ_tRight

] actuator sensor I
= commands

Sym.
• signals signals

Sym. FSS _

+ ÷ control law [- _¢_

÷ /US FSS
control law 1- _v._, ',J._

/US Left
actuator signals sensor

commands signals

Fig. 6 Flutter suppression block diagram.



Table2containsasummaryofthe control surfaces,

sensors, and order of all symmetric and antisymmetric

flutter suppression control laws. References 7-10 contain

the details of the FSS designs and comparisons of analytical

predictions and experimental results.

Table 2 Flutter suppression control law description.

Symmetric [ Antisymmetric
Co.trol  o.tr t w Tc t-- 'ow

Sensors Order [ Sensors ] Order

FSS 2

FSS3

FSS4

5th

3rd

llth

o Accelerometer o Strain Gauge

3rd

8th

7th

Rolling Maneuver Control Laws

The design objective of these control laws was to

reduce or limit wing loads during roiling maneuvers of 90

degrees. Important design considerations were to maintain

stability, acceptable control surface activity, and constant
roll performance. These control laws were implemented

with the wind-tunnel model in the free-to-roll configuration.

Rolling Maneuver Load Alleviation.-

The approach taken in the design of the roiling maneuver

load alleviation (RMLA) system was to employ classical

techniques using gain feedback and low-pass filters. To

quantify the level of load reduction achieved by the RMLA

system, a baseline system was also designed and tested. (No

attempt to reduce loads was made in the design of the

baseline system.) The RMLA system used the roll rate gym

as the sensor and two pairs of control surfaces.

Roll Rate Tracking System. - The approach taken

in the design of the RRTS was to employ constrained

optimization to create a series of lookup tables which served

to limit loads only when the loads reached a predetermined

level. (Below this level, noattempt was made to limit loads.)

These lookup tables contained values of control surface
deflection as functions of the measured roll rate and of the

difference between the measured and the commanded roll

rates. The tables resided in the forward path of the control

system. The RRTS used the roll rate gyro as the sensor and

three pairs of control surfaces.

References 11 and 12 contain the details of the

rolling maneuver control law designs and comparisons of

analytical predictions and experimental results.

ON-LINE ANALYSIS CAPABILITIES

A variety of on-line analysis capabilities were

developed for and successfully used during the 1989 and

1991 wind-tunnel entries. These capabilities provided

valuable quantitative information about the wind-tunnel

model and its active control systems. Based on this informa-

tion, decisions could be made to continue with a particular

test, to alter a test, or even to terminate a test, thereby

contributing to the overall safety of the wind-tunnel model.

The on-line analysis capabilities also provided an early
qualitative indication of the success of the current tests.

Major capabilities included the following: control law

validation, controller performance evaluation, plant esti-

mation, time-history plots, and root-mean-sqnare calcula-

tions. Reference 6 descrihes the on-line analysis capabilities

in detail and presents examples of each.

TEST RESULTS

This section of the paperpresents a summary of test
results from the 1989 and 1991 wind-tunnel entries. These

results are categorized as open-loop flutter tests (flutter

boundary determination), single-function active controls

tests (flutter suPlression only and rolling maneuver only),

and multiple-function active controls tests (flutter suppres-

sion and roiling maneuver simultaneously). Single-function

testing was performed before multiple-function testing.

Open-Loop Flutter Testing

Open-loop flutter conditions were needed to assess

the performance of the flutter suppression control laws, as

well as to assess model safety risks throughout the wind-

tunnel tests. A plot of the measured open-loop flutter

conditions, determined by several subcritical response

techniques, is shown in figure 7. The transonic symmetric

flutter conditions shown were obtained during the 1989

entry. The subsonic antisymmetric and symmetric flutter
conditions shown in the figure were measured during the

1991 entry. During the 1991 entry, all testing was at

atmospheric pressure conditions due to operating limita-

tions of the facility at the time of the test entry. Figure 7 also
shows the maximum subsonic condition to which the

decoupled tip ballast store configuration was tested, and

corresponds to the maximum dynamic pressure that could be

attained in the TDT with the AFW model installed. (The

tunnel operating boundary shown in figure 7 is for an empty

test section.) The decoupled configuration was tested to

conditions 32 percent (in terms of dynamic pressure) beyond

6



the antisymmetric- and 23 percent beyond the symmetric-
flutter condition ofthecoupled configuration. This indicates

the effectiveness of the tip ballast stores in providing a

passive backup safety system in the event of an unantici-

pated violent flutter condition.

400 - r"Maximum dynamic pressure
| achieved withdecoupled

._.. tip ballast

o,o %press., nel operating be
psf

Symmetric flutter No flutter
200 / Symn -"'Oo., _ point

LAntisymmetric _.=.=.=.=.=.=.=.=.=_
flutter _-

100 I I I I I I I
.4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0

Mach number

Fig. 7 Open-loop flutter conditions.

Single-Function Active Controls Testing ~

Flutter Suppression

Fluttex-suppression tests on the AFW wind-tunnel

model were conducted on the free-to-roll configuration and

on the fixed-in-roll configuration. Figure 8 contains a

summary of the flutter-suppression testing that was ac-

complished during the 1991 entry.

Free-to-roll configuration.- To suppress flutter in

this model configuration, a control law had to suppress only

one flutter mode: symmetric. Each of the four flutter-

suppression control laws was tested successfully in this

model configuration. Figure 8(a) shows that all four control
laws were able to suppress flutter to a dynamic pressure

condition 23 percent beyond the symmetric flutter dynamic

pressure. However, this percentage increase did not repre-

sent encountering theclosed-loop flutter boundary. Testing

was ceased at this dynamic pressure condition due to the

operating limits of the facility. All four control laws were

stabilizing the model at this condition.

Fixed-in-roll configuration. - To suppress flutter

in this model configuration, a control law had to suppress

two flutter modes: symmetric and antisymmetric.

Therefore, both symmetric and antisymmetric flutter-

suppression control laws had to be operating simultaneously.

Only three of the flutter-suppression control laws were

tested in this model configuration; the fourth was unable to

be tested. Figure 8(0) presents the results. In each of these
cases, the control laws were able to function while

simultaneously suppressing both the symmetric and the

antisymmetric flutter modes at conditions up to 26 percent

beyond the antisymme_c- and up to 17 percent beyond the

symmetric-open-loop flutterdynamic pressures. Maximum

test conditions for this configuration were limited by high

dynamic response of the wing surfaces for all of the flutter-
suppression control laws tested. However, analysis of the

experimental measurements indicates that each control law

was still stabilizing both flutter modes at these maximum
conditions.

300

275

Oyn.
press., 250

psf

225

200

I1,
23%

I

I

I
a_

flutter

m

FSS1 FSS2 FSS3

(a) Free-to-roll flutter suppression.

1
i

FSS 4

300

275

Dyn.
press., 250
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26% L

I
2O0

8_
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Co) Fixed-in-roll flutter suppression.

t j

I

I

i

F88 1 FSS 2

Fig. 8 Flutter-suppression results.

I
F_ 3

Single-Function Active Controls Testing ~

Rolling Maneuver

Two RMLA control laws and an RRTS control law

were tested separately during the 1991 entry. In the coupled

configuration, RMLA and RRTS control laws were tested

below the open-loop symmetric flutter condition. In the

decoupled configuration, RMLA control laws were tested at

a dynamic pressure of 250 psfand theRRTS control law was

tested at 250 psf and 290 psf.

Figure 9 shows a typical result from RMLA single-

function testing. An RMLA control law and a baseline

control law were each employed separately, and as indicated

by the roll time histories in figure 9(a), each resulted in

nearly identical roll maneuvers. (The dashed vertical line
indicates the end of the maneuver.) However, as shown in

figure 9(0), the resulting time histories of incremental out-
board torsion moment were significantly different. The

peak value of this load was reduced by more than 50 percent

by the RMLA control law. A more complete presentation of

results from RMLA testing may be found in reference 11.
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Fig. 9 Typical RMLA performance.

Figure I0 shows results representative of RRTS

single-function testing. It contains comparisonsof analytical
predictions and test results during a roll maneuver at a

dynamic pressure of 250 psf. The RRTS system had the

feature that wing loads were controlled only when they

exceeded some specified level. The roll-rate time histories

in figure 10(a) indicate a roll maneuver with aggressive
accelerations and decelerations. The torsion moment time

histories in figure 10Co) show that torsion moments were

kept below about 1400 inch-pounds analytically and below

about 1800 inch-pounds experimentally. A more complete
presentation of results from RRTS testing may be found in
rcfcrcncc 12.

Multiple-Function Active Controls Testing

An important goal of the AFW program was thc
demonstration of MIMO multiple-function control law

testing. Multiple-function control was accomplished through

the simultaneous operation of flutter suppression and rolling
maneuver control laws. Four combinations of flutter

suppression and rolling maneuver control laws were tested.
1he wind-tunnel model was in the free-to-roll configuration,

and for this reason only the symmetric flutter mode had to be

suppressed. Two types of multiple-function tests were

performed: "cruise" and"rolling maneuver." A summary of
the different control law combinations that were tested and

the corresponding maximum dynamic pressure test condi-

tions achieved is presented in Table 3.

Table 3 Maximum test conditions for multifunction

control law testing.

Control

laws

RRTS + FSS 2

RRTS + FSS 3

RRTS + FSS 4

RMLA + FSS I

Maximum test conditions

q, psf

Cruise

290

290

290

290

Rolling
maneuver

275

260

260

260

3OOF
200 z

Roll rate, . _ I _ x_

.."%
,001 , , , , -%

" 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

Time, sec

(a) Roll rate comparison

0

Inbo_d -400
torsion -800

moment,-1200
in.-Ibs - 1600

-20000 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

Time, se¢

(b) Torsion moment comparison

Fig. 10 Typical RRTS performance.

Cruise.- In this type of testing flutter suppression

and rolling maneuver control laws were operated simulta-

neously, but no rob maneuvers were performed. As can be
seen from the second column in Table 3, all four combina-

tions of flutter suppression and rolling maneuver control

laws remained fully operational up to the maximum dynamic

pressure conditions attainable in the TDT, demonstrating a

23% increase in flutter dynamic pressure.

Rolling maneuver.- In this type of testing flutter

suppression and rolling maneuver control laws were

operated simultaneously, and rapid rolling maneuvers were

performed. These same combinations of control laws

demonstrated rolling maneuvers above the open-loop

symmetric flutter boundary. Most of these demonstrations

were conducted at or below a dynamic pressure of 260 psf,

with one rolling maneuver being demonstrated at a dynamic

pressure of 275 psf for one combination of control laws.

Based on these conditions, rolling maneuvers were
performed at dynamic pressures from 11 to 17 percent above



the symmetric flutter boundary for four different combina-

tions of flutter suppression and rolling maneuver control
laws.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper has presented a summary of the NASA/
Rockwell Active Flexible Wing (AFW) program, with

emphasis on the 1991 wind-tunnel test. Major elements of

the program -- hardware, software, control law design
methods, and test results -- have been presented. Key

program accomplishments included single- and multiple-

mode flutter suppression, load alleviation and load control

during rapid roll maneuvers, and multi-input/multi-output

multiple-function active control tests above the open-loop

flutter boundary. Other accomplishments which were
essential to the overall success of the program were: the

design, fabrication, and successful operation of the tip ballast
store; the design, fabrication, coding, and successful opera-

tion of the digital controller in which the flutter suppression

and rolling maneuver control laws were executed; the design
and execution of two simulation methods; and the develop-

ment and successful operation of a methodology for on-line

controller performance evaluation.
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